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Abstract

Semi-supervised video object segmentation is a funda-

mental yet Challenging task in computer vision. Embed-

ding matching based CFBI series networks have achieved

promising results by foreground-background integration

approach. Despite its superior performance, these works

exhibit distinct shortcomings, especially the false predic-

tions caused by little appearance instances in first frame,

even they could easily be recognized by previous frame.

Moreover, they suffer from object’s occlusion and error

drifts. In order to overcome the shortcomings , we propose

Collaborative Attention Memory Network with an enhanced

segmentation head. We introduce a object context scheme

that explicitly enhances the object information, which aims

at only gathering the pixels that belong to the same cate-

gory as a given pixel as its context. Additionally, a segmen-

tation head with Feature Pyramid Attention(FPA) module

is adopted to perform spatial pyramid attention structure

on high-level output. Furthermore, we propose an ensem-

ble network to combine STM network with all these new re-

fined CFBI network. Finally, we evaluated our approach on

the 2021 Youtube-VOS challenge where we obtain 6th place

with an overall score of 83.5%.

1. Introduction

Semi-supervised video Object Segmentation(VOS) aims

at segmenting a particular set of objects in each frame of a

video based upon the set of ground truth object masks given

at the first frame. The VOS proved to be crucial in many

industrial applications, including video editing, autonomous

driving, etc.

Recently embedding matching based methods[1][6]

make great advances in VOS. Space-Time Memory Net-

work(STM)[5] introduces memory networks to learn to read

sequence information, boosting the performance a lot. The

past frames with object masks are formed as an external
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memory, which is used by the current query frame for seg-

menting. Moreover, the query and the memory are densely

matched in the feature space, covering all space-time pixel

locations in a feed-forward fashion. By using multi-frame

information, it achieved higher accuracy in many cases, in-

cluding appearance changes, occlusions, and drifts.

By considering foreground-background integration,

CFBI series networks[8][7] achieve the new state of the art.

CFBI series networks treat the background equally with the

foreground, which extract the embedding and do match for

both foreground target and background region. Moreover,

pixel-level and instance-level embeddings are extracted

for each video frame to improve the accuracy for different

scales of features.Furthermore, a collaborative ensemble is

used to aggregate all these four information and implicitly

learn their relationship.

Even though the efforts mentioned above have made sig-

nificant progress, these works not introduce the specific at-

tention mechanism for object. Self-attention has proved

to be an efficient method for image segmentation. In this

paper, we propose a Collaborative Attention Memory Net-

work, which follow CFBI and examine a collection of ob-

ject attention module that affect the video object segmen-

tation performance. First, object context from OCNet[9] is

used to define the set of pixels that belong to the same cat-

egory, emphasizing the object pixels that are essential for

labeling the pixel. Second,Feature Pyramid Attention mod-

ule from Pyramid Attention Network(PAN)[4] is adopted

to perform spatial pyramid attention structure on high-level

output. Moreover, STM is combined to improve the perfor-

mance for occlusions. Furthermore, an ensemble network is

designed to combine all these networks, which creates a sig-

nificant improvement in the overall score. Finally, we intro-

duce a new post-processing methods to remove the explicit

bad cases, including track losing, little tiny object segmen-

tation.

2. Method

Our method is derived from the CFBI+[7] and STM

framework. The structure of Collaborative Attention Mem-
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Figure 1: Framework of Collaborative Attention Memory Network. The CFBI matching only needs the first frame (t = 1)

and the previous frame (t = T – 1), and the STM module needs all the past frames.

ory Network is illustrated in Figure 1. To be specific, we

implant CFBI+ F-G pixel-level matching and instance-level

attention in our framework. Furthermore, we apply the

thought into STM module. Not only learning key and value

embedding from foreground embedding, but also our frame-

work considers embedding learning from background em-

bedding for collaboration. The detail of F-G STM module

is explained in Sec.2.1. We introduce the object context

in Sec.2.2. And we use ensemble modeling which is de-

scribed in Sec.2.3. Finally, we introduce the post-processing

in Sec.2.4.

2.1. Foreground-Background Space-Time Memory

Module

In order to reduce the number of parameters and the GPU

memory, we firstly extract the all-frames embeddings by us-

ing the same backbone network. In the module, we sepa-

rate embeddings into the foreground and background pixels

based on their masks. It is a more worthy research topic on

how to fuse their masks. Thus, we propose two different

schemes to separate embeddings. At the very start, extract

the embedding.

(1) As shown in Figure 2(a) , we separate mask into fore-

ground and background, then the masks are multiplied with

the embedding to produce foreground feature map and back-

ground feature map.

(2) The second schemes as shown in Figure 2(b), the

mask is concatenated with current frame embedding to get

a feature map, then we use a convolution layer with kernel

size 1x1 and the sigmoid layer to produce a spatial prior.

The prior is multiplied with the embedding.

Finally, echo feature map through two parallel convolu-

tional layers, outputs two feature maps – key and value.

2.2. Object Context

We apply OCNet module in our frameworks, which fo-

cuses on enhancing the role of object information. In order

to reduce the computational complexity, we only apply the

approach on the feature map with output stride 16, and also

demonstrate the effectiveness of the module.

PAN firstly accomplished bottom-up path augmentation

which follow FPN[2] to define that layers producing fea-

ture maps with the same spatial size are in the same network

stage.

By fusing feature maps from different spatial size, in-

formation diversity increases and masks with better quality

are produced, especially the effect of small-scale object seg-

mentation. So, we apply the module in our backbone stage.

2.3. Ensemble Modeling

Ensemble modeling is a process where multiple diverse

base models are used to predict an outcome. We have

trained many different models, but they alone could not

achieve a very high precision. Through the analysis of
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Figure 2: The F-G STM module

the results�we find that these models are complementary.

Thus, we believe the ensemble modeling can effectively im-

prove the performance. Many styles of ensemble modeling

exist today, including voting, average, stacking, etc. In this

paper, we trained a light network to ensemble modeling as

shown in Figure 3, which achieves better segment perfor-

mance.

Figure 3: ensemble modeling.

2.4. Post-processing

We propose two effective post-processing methods,

which can remove the obvious errors and improve the per-

formance of small object segmentation. First, based on the

principle that the object movement between adjacent frames

is unlikely to be very large. When the connected domain of

the mask is detected, the object mask close to the last posi-

tion is retained, and the one too far away is removed directly.

Second, according to the mask of the first segmentation, the

area of the small object is calculated, then the original image

is cropped and we predict mask again by our framework for

fine segmentation.The Result is shown in Figure 4.

3. Experiments

In the challenge, our method only uses ResNet-101 as the

backbone which had been pretrained on COCO[3], and we

did not use additional data sets for training. For the training,

we use a learning rate of 0.01 with a batch size of 8 using

Tesla V100 32G GPUs. And we also use sequential training

method. For the testing, the multi-scale input size of the

network for inference is adopted to boost the performance.

3.1. Results

Our proposed method achieves overall score of 83.7%

on the YouTube-VOS 2019 validation set, and we achieve

overall score of 83.5% in the YouTube-VOS 2021 test-

challenge as shown in Table 1. So, our scheme has strong

robustness, we obtained relatively high performance in both

the validation set and the test set.

3.2. Ablation Study

The ablation study of the proposed components is shown

Table 2. The baseline is our re-implementation of CFBI

which achieves 81.3% on YouTube-VOS 2019 validation

set, and the performance improve from 81.3% to 83.7%

when we adopt all components.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a novel Collaborative

Attention Memory Network for the semi-supervised video

object segmentation. Our approach achieves an Overall of

83.5% on the Youtube-VOS 2021 semi-superviesd video

object segmentation challenge.
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